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🤔Has anyone ever wondered if the Catholic Church was
infiltrated just like the Russian Orthodox Church and the
pedophilia was caught on video to be used as Kompromat
and a way to control the Vatican’s vast wealth⁉cc
@loonyberg @MingGao26

Anne
@loonyberg

Replying to @loonyberg

Bannon’s cover story about pedophilia is a ruse. So is China 
story below. Remember, Opus Dei-tied Leonard Leo took Scott 
Pruitt to meet w/ pedophile Cardinal Pell in Rome. 
Bannon/Burke/Mercer/Leo/Prince/CNP/Theofascim=RU/World 
Authoritarians/Mafia/Fascism google.com/amp/s/www.wptv…
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Bannon: Russia probe set back efforts to work with Moscow
Former White House strategist Steve Bannon said Tuesday that the
"poisonous" atmosphere that built in Washington during the now-

wptv.com

😳Bannon: The Russia investigation has set back efforts to work with Russia "to unite

the Judeo-Christian West." Oh really⁉What was the plan⁉

Bannon: Russia probe set back efforts to work with Moscow
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Former White House strategist Steve Bannon said Tuesday that the "poisonous"
atmosphere that built in Washington during the now-completed Russia investigation
has set back efforts to work with Russia…

https://www.wptv.com/news/world/bannon-russia-probe-set-back-efforts-to-work-with-…

🤔“Bannon, who is Catholic, also lashed out at Pope Francis, saying he should focus

on fixing the sex abuse crisis in the church and stay out of politics.” A sex abuse crisis

definitely happened - but it’s also interesting that Bannon wants the focus on that-

not politics...

🔥💰🔥Now the money shot: “or we are not going to have an APPARATUS (to do

what?)of the Catholic Church because it is going to be FINANCIALLY

LIQUIDATED."

Bannon and his ilk’s goal: Eventually we've got to unite the Judeo-Christian West and

Russia is a part of that” - but because of the #TrumpRussia investigation it’s now

“going to take many, many, many decades."😳

🔥⛪🔥“The Mitrokhin Archive, a voluminous collection of Soviet foreign intel docs

smuggled out of the Soviet Union in 1992, provides the identities and Soviet

intelligence code-names of many Russian orthodox priests dispatched over the years

to the World Council of Churches‼ 
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😳Whoa. I’m shook. The abuse happened- but it’s being used to pull strings...
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